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A thrilling animal adventure around the globe includes maps and facts, perfect for kids ages

6-8.With more than 40 full-color maps includes information, Children's Illustrated Animal Atlas

zooms in on countries and continents to show key animal habitats and locations around the

world.Photographs highlight each continent's most iconic animals and colorful graphics take a

closer look, showing the animals, plants, and habitats found within each country. Habitats are

introduced and explained on visually stunning pages, from the mountains and deserts to the

grasslands and tropical rain forests. Bite-size facts and figures explain where the habitats are

found and what the climate is like, and describe the plants and animals that live in them,

making the information easy for kids to comprehend.Children's Illustrated Animal Atlas brings

the amazing world of wildlife into the home, taking kids on a wild adventure around the globe.

About the AuthorTrusted by parents, teachers, librarians, and kids across the world, DK is an

award-winning publisher of visual reference books for children, including the DK Eyewitness

Books, DK findout!, and Maker Lab series. DK books combine clear photography and

illustration with expert text to show you what others only tell you. --This text refers to an

alternate kindle_edition edition.
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How to use this book An atlas usually shows maps of different countries, but animals often live

across borders. The maps in this book show many of the world’s different habitats, which is the

environment where an animal lives, such as a desert. Some islands are also shown, since they

have animals that are found nowhere else. Compass The compass always points north (N) in

line with the map. It also shows the direction of south (S), east (E), and west (W).

Mediterranean scrubland The coastal areas around the Mediterranean Sea contain rocky hills

and flat, shrub-filled plains. This rare habitat is found in only a few places on Earth. Plants here

can survive wildfires, and animals have to deal with hot, dry weather. This wolf is thinner and

smaller than other European wolves. It hunts rabbits, deer, wild boar, birds, and fish. FRANCE

MONACO E E ANDORRA Iberian wolf PORTUGAL Madrid Jeweled lizard a Lisbon This

monkey is found in Africa and on the island of Gibraltar, near Spain. It is the only wild monkey

in Europe. Iberian pig This pig is a farmed animal, but lives in open country, looking for

mushrooms, roots, and acorns from cork oaks. Iberian ibex The sapphire-like blue spots on its

body give this lizard its name. It is the largest lizard in Europe at about 231  D2 in (60 cm) long.

Barbary macaque A type of wild goat, male Iberian ibexes have horns that grow up to 291 (75

cm) long!  D2 in SCALE 0 0 56 European rabbit The European rabbit is the ancestor of all pet

rabbits in the world. Unlike its enemy, the Iberian lynx, the rabbit has been seen in yards and

parks, and even in busy cities. 200 miles 200 kilometers N Location This region includes the

southern parts of Europe around the Mediterranean Sea, as well as islands like Crete that

share a similar habitat. A E HABITAT KEY Scrublands Wetlands Mountains Coniferous forests

Deciduous forests MALT A N E A SPAIN Mediterranean tree frog This frog is usually bright

green or blue. It has suckers on its fingers and toes that let it climb with ease. S Mediterranean

banded centipede SAN MARINO This centipede paralyzes its prey with a venomous bite and

will give a human a painful nip too—so stay well away! IT ALY The golden jackal is found in

many places, including southeastern Europe, northern Africa, and southern Asia. VATICAN

CITY Rome The cuckoo lays its eggs in other birds’ nests. When the cuckoo chick hatches, it

pushes all the other eggs out—so the parent birds feed it instead! The cork oak is one of few

trees that can grow new bark. The cork bark is harvested once every nine years to make bottle

stoppers and other items. Common cuckoo The magpie is so smart that it can make and use

tools. It eats insects and seeds, and will even steal other birds’ eggs. Eurasian magpie Animal

pictures Pictures with descriptions pick out particular animals that live in an area. Independent

states Small independent states, such as Monaco, are shown with a red border and a solid red

dot, and the name is in capital letters. Mediterranean chameleon This is one of only two

chameleon species found in Europe. Its tongue is sticky to catch passing insects. It is also

twice the length of its body! Hummingbird hawk moth This insect beats its wings so fast that

they make a humming sound—just like the birds it’s named after. It feeds on nectar made by

flowers like buddleia and honeysuckle. Zagreb CROATIA Golden jackal BOSNIA &

HERZEGOVINA Sarajevo SERBIA MONTENEGRO A Podgorica Tirana ALBANIA Cork oak In

addition to making other sounds, this pelican barks and hisses! When fishing, it fills up its beak

with food to eat later. This plant-eating tortoise lives mostly in Greece, in thorny, rocky, scrubby

areas. Dalmatian pelican GREECE KOSOVO Pristina Skopje MACEDONIA Belgrade

ROMANIA Rivers Each country’s largest rivers are shown as continuous blue lines.Iberian lynx

Just 404 adult Iberian lynxes are left in the wild, so this is the most endangered cat on Earth—

but the good news is this figure is nearly twice the number of wild lynxes alive a few years ago!

BULGARIAMarginated tortoise AthensMediterranean house gecko This little gecko is about 4



in (10 cm) long and weighs about as much as a sugar cube. It is also called a “moon lizard”

because it mostly comes out at night. It eats small cockroaches and moths. 57Capital A

country’s capital city is marked with a red outline. Some countries have more than one capital

city. 4Scale The scale shows the size of the areas and the distances between different points

on the map.Location The location box shows you where each area is found in relation to the

land around it.Habitat key Every map has a key that lists the types of habitats found in that

area. Bordering continents Around the edges of some maps you can see parts of bordering

continents in a cream color.RM MMI APS C a i E DaD I ET IYj c I T g rT E RC R E The hawk

moth will return to a nectar-rich flower day after day. o i e u E R tN R AAThe Iberian lynx mostly

hunts just one animal—the European rabbit.W E N S S N Er c s l y R A S A N E eS

EbSnraorndien Ci aoernsiöc aA DTrEGaoRh

North AmericaW E N S This continent stretches from the icy Arctic down to the tropical

Caribbean. It has a vast range of habitats, from snow-covered mountains to lush rain forests,

and is home to millions of different animals—some large, some small, and all amazing. E

ALASKA (UNITED STATES) GREENLAND (DENMARK) Great Barrier Reef The world’s

largest chain of coral reefs, the Great Barrier Reef lies just off Australia’s northeastern coast.

It’s so big that it can be seen from space, and it is home to more than 1,500 types of fish.

Yukon Territory Northwest Territories Nunavut Barrier islands These long, thin stretches of

sand protect the mainland from powerful storms. The barrier islands off the Virginia and

Maryland coasts are home to the wild Chincoteague Ponies of Chincoteague and Assateague

islands. N British Columbia Alberta Québec Manitoba A Ontario Maine Washington Oregon

Idaho California coast redwoods These redwood trees can grow more than 350 ft (107 m) high

and live up to 2,000 years. Bears, owls, and other woodland creatures—including a banana

slug—call them home. Western mountains The rocky peaks and thick coniferous forests in the

mountains of western North America are filled with wildlife. Wolves, deer, and grizzly bears

roam freely here, while in the fjords (narrow inlets), bald eagles hunt for salmon. HABITAT KEY

HAWAII (UNITED STATES) Great Plains With thousands of miles of grassland, the dry Great

Plains can appear empty. Look closer, though, and you’ll see big bison, as well as prairie dogs

hiding in their secret world of underground burrows. Tropical forests Deciduous forests

Coniferous forests Tropical grasslands Scrublands Temperate grasslands Desert Wetlands

Tundra Ice Mangroves E R I Nevada Utah Colorado Arizona Georgia Texas Louisiana BRITISH

VIRGIN ISLANDS (UNITED KINGDOM) PUERTO RICO (UNITED STATES) CUBA HAITI

JAMAICA BELIZE ARUBA (NETHERLANDS) SCALE NICARAGUA COSTA RICA 0 0 500

miles 1000 miles 1000 kilometers 9 DOMINICAN REPUBLIC ANGUILLA (UNITED KINGDOM)

ST. KITTS & NEVIS ANTIGUA & BARBUDA MONTSERRAT (UNITED KINGDOM) US VIRGIN

ISLANDS (UNITED STATES) GRENADA ST. LUCIA CURACAO (NETHERLANDS) DOMINICA

MARTINIQUE (FRANCE) BARBADOS ST. VINCENT & THE GRENADINES TRINIDAD &

TOBAGO Kansas Oklahoma Arkansas Missouri A North Carolina South Carolina ( BERMUDA

(UNITED KINGDOM) U A TL ANTIC OCEAN Coral Living corals are made up of tiny animals

called coral polyps that catch bits of food with their tentacles. The polyps make hard cases

from minerals to protect themselves, and these build up over many years into a reef. 82 Blue

starfish Tiny suckers, called tube feet, cover the underside of starfish and let them crawl over

the reef. C Iowa Nebraska Illinois Maryland Ohio Montana North Dakota South Dakota

Wisconsin Michigan Massachusetts New Hampshire Rhode Island Connecticut New Jersey

Delaware Dugong This slow-moving mammal eats nothing but plants. It pulls seagrass out by

the roots with its flexible upper lip. Dugongs are also called “sea cows,” because they graze like



cows. Prince Edward Island ST. PIERRE & MIQUELON (FRANCE) Central American rain

forest Rain forests are warm and green all year, and they are home to more than half the

world’s plants and animals. These colorful scarlet macaws from Costa Rica perch high in rain-

forest trees. Giant barrel sponge The barrel sponge is an animal that grows up to 6 ft (1.8 m)

across—and it has no brain! Green sea turtle Green sea turtles are black when they hatch.

They change color over the next 25 to 50 years. Sea slug Sea slugs eat corals, sea anemones,

sponges, and fish eggs. Their bright colors warn predators away. Regal tang Also called

surgeonfish, tangs have a scalpel-like spine at the base of their tail on both sides. Blubber

jellyfish Each of this creature’s eight stumpy arms has several mouths that move food to the

animal’s stomach. Blacktip reef shark This medium-sized shark loves the shallows. It can swim

in water just 12 in (30 cm) deep. The peacock mantis shrimp has the fastest punch in the

animal world. Potato cod The potato cod hunts fish, crabs, and crayfish. It’s so curious that it

can annoy divers. Peacock mantis shrimp Only 1–7 in (3–18 cm) long, this shrimp is deadly. Its

clublike arms can punch hard enough to break the shells of crabs—and even aquarium glass!

Olive sea snake This snake breathes air, and it has a large lung that lets it swim for hours

between breaths.Dugongs can live for 70 years or more in the wild. Orange clown fish Clown

fish have coats of slime that let them live in sea anemones without being stung. Location The

Great Barrier Reef runs for 1,429 miles (2,300 km) off the coast of the state of Queensland,

Australia. The reef has many different types of coral. In addition to hard corals, which build the

reef, there are also soft corals. Starfish can regrow a damaged or lost arm. Some can even

grow a whole new starfish from just part of an arm. Giant clam This clam is so big, it can no

longer move. It lives attached to the reef, where it sucks in plankton to eat with a tubelike organ

called a siphon.Most sea creatures avoid sea anemones because they sting, but clown fish live

among their tentacles for protection. In return, they bring the anemones food.83Continent

maps The continent maps are colored to show the biomes found on each continent. A biome is

a large area of one type of habitat, and the animals and plants in it. Photographs show some of

the places in these biomes. Feature habitats The feature spreads show a specific place and

some of the animals that live there. In reality, not all the animals would be found together at the

same time, since they are awake at different times of day, and would often avoid each other to

prevent being eaten! Habitats These symbols show the different types of habitat on each map.

Hot desert Hot deserts, such as the Sahara, are dry, sandy areas. Few plants grow here. Cold

desert Cold deserts, such as the Gobi, are cold, dry stretches of land. Mountains High, rugged

mountainous areas are often covered with snow. Oceans and seas Huge stretches of water are

found around the Earth’s seven continents. Tropical forests Rain forests, such as the Ebook

Tops, get a lot of rain and heat so the trees grow very tall. Snow and ice Frozen areas are

found high up in the mountains and at the North and South Poles. Deciduous forests Trees in

deciduous forests usually have broad leaves that are lost in the fall, or during the dry season.

Coniferous forests Trees in coniferous forests usually have needlelike leaves that are kept all

year round. Mangroves Mangrove trees grow on coasts in salty water. Their long roots stick out

of the water. Coral reefs Coral reefs grow in shallow waters. They are built by coral animals.

Scrublands Low-lying plants and grasses grow in scrubland areas with small trees, such as in

southern Spain. Wetlands Wetlands are marshy, swampy areas, such as the Pantanal in

Brazil.Temperate grasslands Flat, grassy plains with few trees found in seasonal areas are

temperate grasslands, such as prairie, steppe, and pampas. Tropical grasslands Flat, grassy

plains with few trees found in hot areas are tropical grasslands, such as savanna and

cerrado.Borders Borders show how the Earth’s land is divided into countries. Country borders

The borders between countries are shown with a broken white line. Disputed borders Some



countries disagree about where the border between them should be. These borders are shown

with a white dotted line. Continent borders A broken orange line shows where the border is

between two continents. 5New Mexico Wyoming SaskatchewanAlabama

MississippiACaliforniaGTFloridaAIndianaMinnesotaT NUNI E A NPennsylvania New

YorkIHONDURASC O A C E T E D S TVirginiaOCSA C AOD F A MS A ) KentuckyA R C T

IATESATennesseeUUNova Scotia U West VirginiaVermontBLbrNew BrunswickC IFPA C I F I C

O C E A Na n dBAHAMASNFe wSXEC A R I B B E A N S E APANAMALaOREL

SALVADORorMBGadFXEELEEMAA&OIOn d l RGf o uM

AR CTIC OCEANNORTH AMERICA Arctic Circle The Arctic Circle shows where the temperate

zone ends and the cold northern polar region begins. A TL ANTIC OCEANPACIFIC OCEAN

Tropic of Cancer This line marks the northern limit of the tropics. Above this is the Northern

Hemisphere’s temperate zone. Equator This is an imaginary line that goes around the middle

of the Earth, dividing it into two halves, called the Northern and Southern Hemispheres. The

world The types of habitats found on each of the Earth’s seven continents depend on the usual

weather, or climate, of an area. Five invisible lines divide the world into three climatic zones:

the tropical zone is hot, the temperate zones are seasonal, and the polar zones are cold.

SOUTHERN OCEAN 6 Antarctic Circle The Antarctic Circle shows where the temperate zone

ends and the cold southern polar region begins. SOUTH AMERICA AFRICATropic of Capricorn

This line marks the southern limit of the tropics. Below this is the Southern Hemisphere’s

temperate zone. A TL ANTIC OCEAN

AR CTIC OCEAN Polar zone Inside the polar circles, around the North and South Poles, it is

dry and very cold.EUROPE ASIA Temperate zone Both temperate zones have warm summers

and cold winters. Forests in the temperate zone often lose their leaves in the fall or during the

dry season.PACIFIC OCEAN INDIAN OCEAN AUSTRALASIA Tropical zone The area between

the tropics, around the equator, is very hot. Most rain forests are found in this zone.Temperate

zoneSOUTHERN OCEANANTARCTICA Polar zone 7

North AmericaW E N S This continent stretches from the icy Arctic down to the tropical

Caribbean. It has a vast range of habitats, from snow-covered mountains to lush rain forests,

and is home to millions of different animals—some large, some small, and all amazing. E

ALASKA (UNITED STATES)Yukon Territory Northwest TerritoriesBritish Columbia

AlbertaWashington Oregon Idaho California coast redwoods These redwood trees can grow

more than 350 ft (107 m) high and live up to 2,000 years. Bears, owls, and other woodland

creatures—including a banana slug—call them home. Western mountains The rocky peaks

and thick coniferous forests in the mountains of western North America are filled with wildlife.

Wolves, deer, and grizzly bears roam freely here, while in the fjords (narrow inlets), bald eagles

hunt for salmon. HABITAT KEY HAWAII (UNITED STATES) Great Plains With thousands of

miles of grassland, the dry Great Plains can appear empty. Look closer, though, and you’ll see

big bison, as well as prairie dogs hiding in their secret world of underground burrows. Tropical

forests Deciduous forests Coniferous forests Tropical grasslands Scrublands Temperate

grasslands Desert Wetlands Tundra Ice MangrovesMontanaNevada UtahArizonaACaliforniaPA
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Suzanne C. Leidner, “A Young Person's Illustrated Animal Atlas. I bought this book for a

grammar school child. But the animal pictures are too small and the print and maps too

detailed for small children.  I'm enjoying it as an adult however!”

DW, “Love it!. My 5-year old grandson always asks where we are in this world. The atlas helps

answer that question for him as well as where the animals are around us.”

NT, “Beautiful Book!. Bought it for my 6 year old granddaughter. She loved it, as did her 11

year old sister!  Fun to read and informative for all ages.”

Joy Books, “Interesting learning. My grandson enjoys learning about animals. He loves this

book. Amazon is great for sending gifts when you can’t be there to give in person.”

Liza Dora, “Would recommend.. A good mix of information, maps, biomes, and animals. My kid

is a Wild Kratts fanatic and she really enjoys looking at this before bed. She’s just turned 6.”

kenny burnette, “Perfect. Perfect for what I was looking for.”

Cassandra R Taylor, “Beautiful, Educational Book.. I bought this book for my 8- year- old son.

We both love flipping through the pages together learning about all sorts of animals all over the

world. I would recommend to any animal- loving kid age 7 and up.”

jean, “High standard, great pace.. I have no negatives to give! Both products arrived in good

time and were securely wrapped. The books were pristine and as good as I expected. Very

pleased.”

Chief Al, “Good quality illustrations and interesting for any age! Grandson loved it. Grandson

aged 7 liked it. Great illustrations.”

E B., “Educational and great that he can name animals from different countries. My son who's

4 years old adores this book. Educational and great that he can name animals from different

countries.”

Colleen, “Great first atlas. Lots of lovely illustrations and things to keep a little one learning”

Subhadra, “Awesome!. Very satisfied with this buy. Great way to show connections between

geography and the animal world.”

The book by DK has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 294 people have provided feedback.
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